RFG Meetings: What Is a Shakespeare?: Shakespeare and Global Media

Come join us for our first meetings of the IHC-sponsored Research Focus Group “What is a Shakespeare?” In order to accommodate schedules, we are hosting two welcome meetings, on Tuesday, October 5 at 4 pm and Thursday, October 7 at 11 am PST.

Visit our website to learn more and for the Zoom meeting links: bit.ly/Shakespeare_RFG

“What Is a Shakespeare?: Shakespeare and Global Media” is an interdisciplinary group of graduate students and faculty focused on investigating the notion of “global Shakespeare.” We are interested in understanding both the ways that Shakespeare has been adapted in a global context and how an emphasis on Shakespeare has obscured other valuable insights culturally, socially, theoretically, and politically.

Contact Grace Kimball (gracekimball@ucsb.edu), Anita Raychawdhuri (araychawdhuri@ucsb.edu), Shaun Nowicki (shaunnowicki@ucsb.edu), or Professor Leticia Garcia (lcgarcia@ucsb.edu) with any questions.